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"We go first to the house of a rich friend of mine,"
Miao had said. "Then you will find a room at the
Sian Guest-house—where Chiang Kai-shek's staff
used to live. It is very modern—you can take a hot
bath."
I was not surprised that he should have rich friends;
though I was hardly prepared for the splendid room
in which we found ourselves ten minutes later.
Servants brought hot water and scented tea. Two
charming small children, with shouts of <cUncle,"
burst in from a back room with obvious delight. This
was a new side to my friend that I had not seen before.
He was naturally affectionate, and would make friends
(I guessed) even among those who most distrusted
his ideas.
I watched him now, in the familiar dark suit that
our strenuous travels had effectively ruined, playing
with the children. He seemed to belong so naturally
to this atmosphere of warmth and comfort, the fine
scrolls and paintings on the walls, all the easy security
of wealth. But these things that he so obviously
enjoyed meant nothing to him (I knew) beyond the
moment. He had risked them before > and was to
forfeit them entirely, for the sake of something that
he could not perhaps have put into words—least of
all into the single word "China." He was a revolu-
tionary, perhaps, by temperament; but of the meaning
of that word as Lenin understood it, or the leaders of
China's Red Army in their ten years* struggle, he had
only a vague romantic notion.
I had asked him once, "Why are you doing all this?
Why do you work in this movement?" He had given
his nervous, charming smile, and begun to sing
" . . . My home is beyond the Sungari," I knew

